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L INTRODUCTION
On October 4, 1996, the Planning Division of the
Oklahoma Department of Transportation (ODOT) was
contacted by Mr. Mike Reed of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) Anadarko Area Office regarding the
discovery of a brick-lined cistern during excavations
associated with bridge construction over Red Rock
Creek on US Highway 177 in Noble County (Figure 1).
The area had been previously surveyed in 1989 by
ODOT as ProjectBRF-319(103) (Hartley 1989). Two
Otoe-Missouria waterline projects in the general area
were surveyed and/or reviewed in 1990 and 1992
(Cojeen 1990, Dycus 1992). None of the previous
investigations identified cultural resources properties in
the proposed project areas. The discovery of the
archaeological site was reported to Mr. Samer Elimam,
ODOT Division IV-Perry Resident Engineer, Ms.
Mildred Hudson, Otoe-Missouria Tribal Council
Secretary, Dr. Tom Parry, BIA Anadarko Area
Archaeologist, and Ms. Melvena Reisch, Deputy State
Historic Preservation Officer. The site was visited
October 8, 1996 by Mr. Robert Bartlett, Highway
Archaeologist at the Oklahoma Archaeological Survey,
and John Hartley, ODOT Department Archaeologist.
The site was evaluated, and assigned the site number
34NB68.

building foundation, and an associated cistern and water
catchment basin were identified and assessed. Sample
excavations within the cistern and a shallow sheet
midden surrounding the structure foundation resulted in
the recovery of artifacts which probably relate to a turnof-the-century domestic occupation. The site has been
heavily disturbed on repeated occasions, beginning with
the early 20th century abandonment and building
removal or scavenging, continuing with the construction
of the US Highway 177 bridge across Red Rock Creek
in 1938, and ultimately ending with the excavations for
the construction of another US Highway 177 bridge
across Red Rock Creek. It is unlikely, therefore, that
any in situ materials providing significant information
are preserved. Information provided by Ms. Robin
Bellmard, Cultural Resource Officer with the OtoeMissouria suggests that few, if any of the elder tribal
members remember specific details concerning possible
structures on or near the site. Handicaps such as the
ones outlined above render it very difficult to determine
the exact function or cultural association of the site.
Therefore the site does not warrent inclusion in the
NRHP as an archaeological resource. However,
analysis ofthe artifact assemblage may allow us to draw
some broad conclusions regarding the period of
occupation ofthe site and how the people who occupied
the site lived.

Field investigations were performed between October
8 and November 7, 1996. Partial remains of an historic
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Figure 1. Map showing location of 34NB68
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IL PROJECT BACKGROUND
sandy loam.

Environmental Setting
Site 34NB68 is situated on the floodplain just north of
and immediately adjacent to Red Rock Creek. The
stream drains uplands west of the Arkansas River into
which the stream empties about 10 km east of the site.
The area is within the Central Red Bed Plains
characterized by level plains and gently rolling hills
formed on Permian shales and sandstones (Curtis and
Ham 1972). The region decreases in elevation west to
east with most elevations in the region ranging between
500 to 1500 feet amsl. The site itself occurs at about
860 feet amsl.

Historic Setting
The history of the current project area, which includes
. the Otoe-Missouria tribal agency, actually begins with
the relocation of the Otoe-Missouria tribe into Indian
Territory from a reservation on the Nebraska-Kansas
border. The recorded history of the Otoe-Missouria
tribe may be divided into five thematic periods for
better understanding. Each period encompasses a
particular set of events, trends, or developments which
occurred within the specific time period. These
temporal divisions, however, are not exclusive. Events
of one period may overlap into another. For the
purposes of this discussion, the following periods are
designated: Protohistory and Early Reservation
Settlement (circa 1800-1853); Big Blue Reservation
(1853-1870); Indian Removal (1870-1881);
Reservation andAllotment(l 881-1907); and Settlement
and Progress (1907-Present).

Vegetation in the region is dominated by mixed grass
prairie consisting of Stipa-Koelaria association (Blair
and Hubble 1938:438; Bruner 1931:108). The major
grasses of this association include prairie beardgrass
(Andropogon scoparius), silver beardgrass
(Andropogon sacchariodes), bluejoint (Andropogon
furcatus), bluestem (Agropyron smithii), buffalo grass
(Buchloe dactyloides) and several species of gram.a
grasses (Bouteloua sp.). Along many of the stream
valleys and margins occur forest consisting of elm
(Ulmus americana), hackberry (Celtis occidentalis),
cottonwood(Populus deltoides), blackwalnut(Juglans
nigra), and various oaks (Quercus sp.).

Protohistory and Early Reservation Settlement
(circa 1800-1853).
Today's Otoe-Missouria tribal members are survivors of
one of the most difficult and challenging periods in the
history of Native American and US Government
relations. These people originally lived as two separate
groups along the Platte and Grand Rivers. Both tribes
are Chiwere speakers classified as Southern Sioux and
consider themselves to have once been one with the
Winnebego (Whitman 1937). Their villages were
visited early in the 19th century by Lewis and Clark on
their famous journey up the Missouri River. By the
1830s, because of dwindling numbers, the two tribes
had joined and continue to be referred to as a single
group. During the 1830s, the Otoe-Missouria tribe
began the process of ceding lands and relocating in the
wake of American settlers that would eventually bring
them to settle on their presently-held lands in
Oklahoma.

Faunal resources historically occurring in the area
include large mammals such as bison (Bison bison) and
whitetail deer (Odocoileus virginianus) as well as
smaller mammals such as beaver (Castor canadensis),
cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus ), opossum (Dilelphis
virginianaus) and raccoon (Procyon lotor). Other
common animals include turkey (Melagris gallopavo)
and turtle (Terrapene sp.)
Soils in the region consist of silty and clay loams
including Renfrow, Kirkland and Vernon soils which
developed on uplands underlain by Permian shales,
sandstones and red clays (Brensing et al. 1956).
Floodplain soils developed on alluvium consist of silty
and clayey loams including Port, Gowen and Kay soils
(ibid). Site 34NB68 occurs on Port silty clay loam
formed on floodplain forest. The upper 25-30 cm of
this soil is dark brown which begins to lighten in color
and by 40 to 50 cm in depth becomes reddish brown to
red. The soil is often underlain by silt loam or f"me

Prior to settling in Oklahoma (then Indian Territory) the
Otoe-Missouria relocated from traditionally occupied
lands in Iowa to what is now Yutan, Nebraska, where
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hunt was conducted in 1874 south of Fort Hayes Kansas
(Whitman 1937:9). This hunt occurred just 6 years
prior to the tribes removal to Indian Territory and
attests to the strong desire of its members to preserve
the traditional way of life.

they lived from approximately 1833 to around 1853.
Here they continued to live in villages and maintain
traditional modes of subsistence including agriculture
and hunting. At Yutan, the Otoe-Missouria were
exposed to formal aspects of education such as reading
and writing, as well as to Christianity. The OtoeMissouria have a long tradition of participating in
educational programs. The first formal training for the
Otoe-Missouria during the 1830s was provided by
Moses Merrill. In 1840 when Merrill died, educational
opportunities for the Otoe-Missouria were temporarily
interrupted (Stanley 1993 :69).

In 1869 Indian Agent Green reported to his superiors
that the Otoe-Missourias were successfully cultivating
com, pumpkins, beans and potatoes on approximately
140 acres. Added to this cultivated land, the Agency
farms consisted of approximately 50 acres of wheat, 15
acres of com, and 5 acres each of beans and potatoes.
It is not specified whether the produce of the Agency
farms was for Agency employee and Agency use or
whether it was for Otoe-Missouria members. Green
encouraged the tribe to plant small individual patches
rather than working on expanding the Agency farms.
Aside from the crops being cultivated Green lists
personal property of the tribe as approximately 300
ponies, worth approximately forty dollars per head
(Stanley 1993:47). By 1875 the tribe also owned 300
oxen and cattle (Otoe and Missouria tribe 1981:22).
The predominant approach by successive Indian Agents
of encouraging the tribe to adopt individually based
agricultural practices was designed to promote the total
disintegration of village life and cultural practices (The
Otoe and Missouria Tribe 1981:18).

Big Blue Reservation (1853-1870).
Around 1853, the tribe moved onto a reservation known
as the Big Blue, assigned to them by the US
Government. It was located on the Kansas-Nebraska
boundaries, and consisted of approximately 160,000
acres. There were a number of facilities constructed at
the Otoe Agency on the reservation including a
blacksmith shop, carpenter's shop, a sawmill, gristmill,
and an industrial school building (The Otoe and
Missouria Tribe 1981: 18). A village including earth
lodges was located adjacent to the agency (ibid: 14). A
mission school established a few miles from the village
was attended by a few Otoe-Missouria children. After
termination of the mission school contract, a day
school, named Brown Institute, was established on the
reservation using funds donated by Philadelphia Quaker
Mary D. Brown The (Otoe and Missouria Tribe,
1981:18). By 1875 a boarding school was constructed
on the Big Blue Reservation which serviced the OtoeMissouria children until their relocation to Indian
Territory (Stanley 1993:69).

Removal to Indian Territory (1870-1881).
In the wake of advancing white settlement, and the
whites' desire to secure the fertile lands of the Big Blue
Reservation for themselves, the Otoe-Missouria,
numbering approximately 440 persons, agreed to secure
a new reservation in Indian Territory. The lands were
to be purchased using funds raised from the sale of the
Nebraska-Kansas Reservation. It was suggested by the
US Government that the Otoe-Missouria relocate to
lands in Indian Territory by 1870 (Chapman,
1948:132).

In an effort to facilitate the acculturation of the OtoeMissouria into white society, the agents at the Otoe
agency devoted tremendous amounts of energy to
encouraging more commercial and individually based
agricultural practices as a primary mode of subsistence.
Prior to reservation life, Otoe-Missouria subsistence
included growing com, beans and squash (Whitman
1937:5). Garden plots were owned by the village with
the produce from each garden plot belonging to the
family which worked the plot (ibid). Individual hunting
within the local river valley as well as communal
buffalo hunts some distance from the village also
played a major role in village subsistence. In a practice
common to many semi-sedentary plains villagers during
this time, villages were often completely abandoned
during these hunts (Whitman 1937:1,9; Wedel
1986: 166,217). The Otoe-Missouria tribe's last buffalo

Because of difficulties in negotiating the terms of
removal, the Otoe-Missouria did not leave the Big Blue
Reservation by 1870. In 1871, a delegation of OtoeMissouria requested permission to visit Osage relatives
in Indian Territory for the purposes of locating a new
reservation area. In 1872 the delegation visited the
Osage and selected an area nearby. Again, difficulties
in negotiating the sale of the Nebraska lands, and
dissension among tribal members regarding whether or
not to relocate prevented decisive action on the issue.
In 1877, a proposition was put forth that the OtoeMissouria be assigned to a portion of the existing Kaw
Reservation in Indian Territory. This proposal was
4

large herd of horses. The Coyote band of OtoeMissouria, numbering approximately 125 persons,
refused to move onto the new reservation. They
continued living at the Sac and Fox Agency and on the
Iowa reservation, convinced that they might be able to
obtain better lands for themselves farther west
(Edmunds 1976:62-66). TheOtoe-Missouriapurchased
the reservation from the US Government as agreed.
The total cost of the lands purchased was slightly over
$61,000.00. Eventually, the Coyote band occupying
the Sac and Fox Agency joined their tribal members on
the Otoe reservation (Chapman 1948:141). By 1890,
virtually all of the Otoe-Missouria were residing on the
reservation (Edmunds 1976:66).

unanimously rejected by the Otoe-Missouria (Chapman,
1948:137).
By 1880, the Otoe-Missouria were becoming anxious to
move under the pretext that once in Indian Territory
they would be free to continue traditional lifeways on
lands that were guaranteed to remain theirs. In that
same year, the tribe split into two groups, the Coyote
and Quaker bands. A group of approximately 180
persons comprising the Coyote Band, removed to the
Sac and Fox Agency near the Cimarron River in Indian
Territory. In 18 81 the Otoe-Missouria remaining on the
Nebraska-Kansas reservation known as the Quaker
Band, sent a delegation to Washington to petition for a
tract of land in Indian Territory. The proposed
reservation tract would be located along Red Rock
creek, formerly known as Bluff Creek (GLO 1872),
near the Ponca and Nez Perce Reservations. The
Coyote Band residing in Indian Territory argued that
they should be allowed to select reservations lands
rather than the portion of the tribe which had not yet
relocated. They proposed a reservation near the Sac
and Fox Agency, an area deemed unsuitable by the
Quaker Band of the tribe (Chapman, 1948:136). By
mid 1881, the Quaker Band had selected the proposed
area between the Poncas and the Pawnees, and the tribal
council had approved this selection. Agent Lewellyn E.
Woodin reported to the US Government in August 1881
thathe had:

Reservation and Allotment (1881-1907).
Upon moving to their newly purchased reservation in
the fall of 1881, a number of Agency buildings were
constructed at the Red Rock Creek site selected by
Agent Woodin, including a commissary, carpenter and
blacksmith shop (Otoe and Missouria Tribe 1981:24).
From 1881 to 1892 a post office operated at the
Agency, then called Redrock (Shirk 1974:203). In
1892 it was renamed Otoe after the local Otoe residents
(Shirk 1974:181) and another post office named Red
Rock (Shirk 1974:203) was established approximately
six miles west of Otoe adjacent to the Atchison, Topeka
and Sante Fe railroad constructed through the
reservation in 1887. The post office at Otoe continued
to operate until July 1917 (Shirk 1974:181, 203, and
Kelly 1949:350). By 1904 there were 22 buildings on
the agency site, including a commissary, dormitory,
office, agency barn, physician's residence, cattle sheds,
council house, ice house, guardhouse, coal house,
school barns, cottages and shops (Chapman 1965 :327).
A small settlement referred to as Otoe is indicted north
of Red Rock Creek in the approximate location as the
agency on several early maps of the Oklahoma
Territory established in 1890 (Hunt 1907; Rand
McNally 1892). Otoe is also listed among the major
villages of Noble county as late as 1917 with a
population of 100 (Snider 1917:301). Based on these
historical references, it seems that a small settlement
associated with, and likely serving to support the
agency and it's employees as well as tribal members
emerged as early as 1892 and lasted at least until 1917.
It further appears that the much of the settlement was
located below the agency, north of Red Rock Creek.

located the place for agency
buildings on a low bluff, near the
crossing of mail road on Red Rock
Creek. It was the only eligible place
I could determine upon, as it is high,
and apparently healthy, with several
belts of good timber, and plenty of
water standing in holes in the creek
for stock, but no spring water could
be found upon the reservation,
sufficient for agency use. We will
have to sink wells for drinking water
(Chapman 1965:141).
The US Government approved the selection, and began
construction of the agency near Red Rock Creek. The
reservation would encompass approximately 129,000
acres (Chapman 1948:140).
In October ofl 881, 230 persons comprising the Quaker
Band of the Otoe-Missouria in Nebraska and Kansas
began the move to their new reservation in Indian
Territory. They brought with them 70 wagons and a

Education apparently continued to be ahigh priority for
tribal members. By May of 1882, a school was
established on the reservation. In 1884, the US
5

Government established the Chilocco Boarding School
approximately 35 miles north of the Otoe-Missouria
reservation near the Kansas line and children from
many tribes including the Otoe-Missouria attended the
school. However, most Otoe-Missouria children opted
to attend the Otoe Boarding School (Stanley 1993 :70,
Chapman 1965:326). In 1902, and again in 1907, the
school buildings were destroyed by fire. Each time, the
buildings were reconstructed. After the 1902 fire, the
Otoe children were without their own school for about
two years, and during this time some children attended
the Chilocco Indian School (Chapman 1965:326,
Edmunds 1976:68).

Evidence of this resistance is found in Seaman's
(1931:72) thesis in which she states that by 1902 many
of the Otoe-Missouria had deserted their homes and
allotments camping about the reservation the entire year
with 98% ofthe tribe living solely on cash annuities and
income from grazing leases. A tribal claim to have not
made or accepted any allotments is stated in a letter to
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs as late as 1899
(U.S. Government 1900:102). Otoe-Missouria tribal
members were deeply concerned that the surplus lands
after the final allotments were assigned would be sold
to outside interests by the government. However,
during the dissolution of the Kaw agency, tribal
members were each assigned a plot of land, and all
surplus reservation lands were equally divided between
tribal members. This method of dispersal, which
avoided the sale of any of the reservations lands,
appeared acceptable to the Otoe-Missouria, and they
requested the same type of allotments. The final
allotments were completed concurrent with Oklahoma
statehood during 1907. When the final allotting process
was completed, a total of 128,251 acres was divided
between 514 persons (Bledsoe 1913 :49). Six hundred
and forty acres were reserved for the use of the tribe,
and 720 acres were set aside for administrative,
religious, and educational purposes (Chapman
1948:155-58).

A brief but interesting insight into early life on the
Otoe-Missouria reservation in Oklahoma is provided by
the diary of Emma Deknight (1887) who taught at the
agency school from March to July of 1887. During her
stay at the agency, she refers several times to crossing
the bridge across the creek below the agency and
visiting the tribe's camp situated in the timber north of
the creek (Deknight 1887:51, 53). Most of the camp
consisted of tepees and tents and many families tended
to come and go, moving about the reservation. Among
the activities she witnessed at the camp were traditional
dances, ball games and the burial of a prominent tribal
member. At one dance she describes the dancers as
being well adorned and having elaborately painted
bodies (ibi<f). She also described a visit to an
earthlodge constructed on the reservation (ibid:70).
The experiences she relates concerning early life on the
Otoe-Missouria reservation certainly implies that the
tribe remained well rooted in their traditional culture
after arriving on the reservation in Oklahoma.

Settlement and Progress (1907-Present)
The Otoe-Missouria tribe has survived many challenges
since the dissolution of the reservation in 1907 and the
final assignment of allotments in the same year. The
degree of settlement by non tribal members in the area
is evident by the 1907 census of Oklahoma Territory
which lists 858 inhabitants in Otoe Township, 247
(29%) of which are Native American (Hunt 1907: 17).
The early portion of this period witnessed the rapid
demise of much of the Otoe-Missouria traditional
material culture and cultural practices (Whitman 193 7).
By the time Whitman conducted ethnological fieldwork
among the Otoe-Missouria in 193 5, most were living in
one and two room frame structures and his informants
stated that most of their traditional material culture was
gone (Whitman 1937:3). Although traditional cultural
practices were still enjoyed, many remained only in the
memories and recollections of tribal elders (ibid'). The
closing of the Otoe post office in 1917 (Shirk
1974:181) likely marks the demise of the agency
community after tribal members dispersed to individual
allotments and the agency curtailed operations. The
agency school closed in June of 1918 (Edmunds
1976:68) The town of Red Rock established on the
railroad six miles west of the agency became the center

After settlement upon the reservation in the 1880s, the
Otoe-Missouria faced continuing difficulties concerning
their new home. The US Government pushed for the
dissolution of communally held reservation lands, and
the allotment of parcels of land to individual tribal
members. The allotment process was met with heavy
opposition from the Otoe-Missouria who desired tribal
lands remain communally held in accordance with their
tradition. To facilitate the allotment process among the
Otoe-Missouria, Ponca, Pawnee, and several
surrounding tribes, a Miss Helen Clarke was assigned
to the area with the task of persuading the tribes to
accept allotments. Miss Clarke worked diligently to
perform her duties, but by the end of 1884, had
assigned only 375 allotments among the OtoeMissouria (Chapman, 1948:148). The process of
allotting lands to tribal members continued throughout
the 1890s, despite the opposition ofthe Otoe-Missouria.
6

of commerce for the area. However, the agency
location has remained the center of tribal activities.

1965:287). The Otoe-Missourias have developed a
number of programs designed to generate revenue and
redistribute it to the tribe. The tribe currently operates
the Otoe Deli Mart, and the Otoe-Missouria Bingo.
These businesses help fund several financial programs
including the Senior Citizen's Program, the Scholarship
Program for Youth, the Child Welfare Program, the
Tribal Burial Fund and the Otoe Housing Authority
(Stanley 1993:76). Despite more than a century of
pressures to abandon their traditional lifeways, the
Otoe-Missouria have managed to preserve their beliefs
and traditions, and, at the same time operate within the
US Government legal system to obtain what was
rightfully their own. They have carved a niche for
themselves in Oklahoma, devising methods to generate
income and help support their tribal members.

The most valuable resource of the tribe, its people,
began to increase in this period. By 1945, the tribe
numbered 886, most of whom resided in the vicinity of
the original reservation (Chapman 1948:158). Some
tribal members served in World War II and in 1943 the
first all-Indian chapter of the War Mothers
Organization was chartered by the Otoe-Missouria
(Otoe-Missouria 1981:34). The organization remains
very active today.
Disputes over settlements in the sale of tribal lands on
the Big Blue Reservation in Kansas and Nebraska
remained unsettled until 1964 when Congress awarded
the Otoe-Missouria tribe $1,750,000 (Chapman
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IIL METHODOLOGY
the Oklahoma Archeological Survey. With the
exception of the metal and leather, all items were
washed. The metal and leather artifacts were gently
cleaned using a dry brushing technique and carefully
removing the largest pieces of soil. These techniques
were utilized to retain the highest degree of integrity
possible and to avoid further damaging the heavily
deteriorated artifacts.
All of the artifacts were
cataloged and boxed according to provenience. All of
the artifacts removed from the cistern feature are
considered as a single provenience unit for analysis.

Field Procedures
Excavations of 34NB68 began with the controlled
machine stripping of the area reported to contain
historic materials.
Once features became evident
machine work was halted and a grid of2-meter square
units was established over the exposed area (Figures 2
and 3). The units were then subjected to surface
cleaning by toweling and shovel skimming and a
preliminary map of the exposed features was made.
Three features were identified which included a trash
filled circular brick cistern and associated catchment
basin as well as the partial remains of a stone and
mortar foundation. All are described in more detail in
the next section. Once the units were surface cleaned,
excavation efforts became focused on the exposed
features and a midden area readily apparent within the
exposed foundation. The provenience of all recovered
items is provided in Table l. Aside from excavations
in the cistern (Feature B) and it's catchment basin
(Feature A), Units N6W2 and N8W2 were entirely
excavated as well as the E 1/2 of N6W4, SE 1/4 of
N8W2 and the west edge ofN6WO. Although vertical
control by 10 cm levels was initially employed,
excavations soon revealed the continuity of deposits
within the midden as well as the cistern and
maintenance vertical controls for analysis purposes was
considered unnecessary. Thus the midden (mostly in
N8W2) was excavated as one level and the debris in the
W 1/2 of the cistern (Units NOW2 & N2W2) as feature
fill.

Many of the recovered artifacts could be readily
identified as to an assumed intended or original
function. Classification of all identifiable artifacts
proceeded along these lines to provide data on which to
base inferences regarding activities any particular item
may reflect. In addition, analysis also focused on
identifying manufacturing techniques and diagnostic
features which may provide information useful in
constructing a temporal assessment of the site.
Most of the recovered materials are also classed into
broader categories according to the materials of which
they are manufactured (metal, glass, ceramic etc.).
Many ofthe items are highly fragmented or deteriorated
and can only be classed according to these broader
categories. However, some of the artifacts were
distinguishable as to function. Glass artifacts were
identified as to container or window glass function.
Within the container grouping, vessels were
additionally subdivided according to vessel function,
(soda, liquor, medicine, etc.). Results from this analysis
were used to assist in constructing a temporal and
functional assessment of the site.

Laboratory Procedures
All recovered items were processed in the laboratory at

8

Figure 2 - 34NB68, view of feature area immediately after preliminary machine and hand clearing.
View to SSW, SE comer of Structure 1 and Feature A in foreground
Figure 3 - 34NB68, view offeature area immediately after preliminary machine and hand clearing.
View to NNE, Feature B in right foreground. Line of stones along left do not represent
an intact structure but have been displaced by previous construction activities.
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IV. RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION
ground surface at the time
construction.

Feature Descriptions
Three general features were identified by this
investigation (Figures 2-3; Figures 7-8). An alignment
of rough-hewn mortared limestone and sandstone
blocks, interpreted as the remains of a structural
foundation, was designated as Structure 1. Two
circular brick and concrete structures associated with
the alignment were designated Features A and B. The
larger feature, Feature B, was identified as the cistern
originally observed by the construction personnel. The
smaller feature, Feature A, was Identified as a
catchment basin for collecting and supplying runoff
water from the structure roof to the cistern.

of the building's

Located near the center of Structure 1 was an irregular
concentration of a mortar or plaster-like material, which
was initially interpreted as a structural component ofthe
original building (Figure 4) Further excavation
revealed that the material rested immediately above the
sheet midden and was only 2-3 cm thick. The bottom
surface of this material exhibited clear impressions of
the soil, suggesting that it was poured or puddled on the
ground surface. Since the sheet midden appears to be
a result of activities associated with the occupation and
later abandonment of Structure 1, is it likely that the
material represents a deliberate or accidental spill after
the abandonment/demolition of Structure I.

Structure l This feature represents the remains of the
east and south wall of a coursed and mortared stone
foundation, along with scatters of stone interpreted to
be the remains of support piers for the frame floor
superstructure. At least one-half of the foundation has
been destroyed, and sections of the east wall have been
displaced, possibly by construction of the 1938 bridge.
The general absence of construction debris, together
with the fact that this structure is not shown on ODOT
plans for the adjacent 1938 bridge, suggests that the
building was removed shortly after abandonment.
Based upon what little structural material was observed,
the building was probably of frame construction with
plastered lathe interior walls.

Feature A This feature (Figures 5a and 5b) is a
circular concrete-lined brick catchment basin associated
with the brick-lined cistern. The basin is located near
the stem wall foundation and consists of a circular
concrete-lined brick basin measuring approximately 1.2
min diameter and 30-40 cm in depth. The basin served
to collect rainwater runoff from the adjacent roof, and
contained layers of gravel, dry-laid brick, and sand.
Within the basin was a smaller rectangular brickcovered channel covering the pipe leading to the
cistern. Water filtered through the gravel layers and the
brick channel before flowing down the pipe to the
cistern. These layers and sub-features were removed
and documented during excavation. The pipe is of iron,
encased in a thick, hand-poured concrete tube.

A "sheet midden" containing charcoal-stained earth,
coal, window glass, several types of bottles and jars,
whitewear and decorated ceramics, heavily rusted metal
scraps, nails, staples, a variety of door/cabinet
hardware, hinges, wire and other miscellaneous metal
objects was located within the structure area (occurs
mostly in N8W2). The midden also contained a sparse
layer of decomposing plaster and lathe fragments, many
of which appear to have been burned. It is unlikely
however, that a sudden and catastrophic fire destroyed
an occupied building, but rather that the low density of
charcoal and burned wood represents a localized fire or
fire dump, reflecting deliberate burning of construction
debris after the structure had been abandoned and either
moved or scavenged of most timber. The midden
extended approximately 20-25 centimeters (cm) below
the excavated surface and overlay a mottled red and
brown sandy silt loam, interpreted as the original

Feature B Feature B (Figure 6) is a cylindrical
concrete-lined brick cistern, measuring approximately
1.8 m in diameter and slightly over 1 m deep. It is
approximately 2.5 m south of the catchment basin and
is subdivided into two equal halves by a mortared brick
wall. This wall probably did not extend to the full
height of the feature, allowing an overflow between the
two halves. One half of the cistern was completely
excavated by hand, revealing it to be packed from top
to bottom with brick, stone, and concrete construction
debris. None of the bricks bore identifiable marks.
Nails, staples, window glass, possible bolts and other
small, heavily rusted metal items were also common.
Several large metal items, including a partial bed frame,
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Figure 4 - 34NB68.
View of Structure I
area. (A) looking E
along test trench in
puddled mortar/plaster.
(B) view looking down
at north wall of trench
showing deposit
containing, burned
wood, metal scraps,
glass, decomposing
plaster fragments, and
other items beneath
puddled layer.
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Figure 5a- 34NB68 Feature A, Catchment
Basin, sequence of excavation

(A) View before opening, looking to the
NW, showing top of cement
basin and post abandonment
gravel/earth overburden at top
of feature

(B) View to the W, after removal of
overburden in east half of
feature (east of grid W2 line),
showing. flat layer of bricks
deliberately placed over gravel
fill

(C) View to the W, after removal of
gravel fill east of grid W2 line,
showing mortar and brick
channel covering in south area
of feature
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Figure Sb - 34NB68 Feature A, Catchment
Basin, sequence of excavation (cont.)

(D) View looking to the Wafter removal
of earth overburden, showing
non-mortared brick layer
covering loose gravel fill west
of W2 grid line

(E) View to the N along W2 grid line
following removal of all filter
gravel within catchment basin.
Channel intake extends out
south end of basin

(F) View to the S looking down at top of
channel cover after removal
bricks covering the channel
intake. One end of a concretecovered iron pipe is covered by
this intake. The pipe connects
the filtered catchment basin to
the main cistern (Feature B)
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Figure 6 - 34NB68 Feature B, Divided
cistern. Sequence of excavation

(A) View looking to the NNW following
machine and hand removal of
overburden. Feature A (the
catchment basin) is located at
the upper right comer of the
photograph.

(B) View to the ESE showing early
stages of excavation in the west
half of the cistern. Densely
packed construction debris fill
extended to the top of the
feature.

(C) View to the NNW following
completion of excavation in
west half of feature. The pipe
connecting the catchment basin
to the cistern entered just west
of the brick divider. Excavation
has just begun in the east side,
also uncovering
massive
amounts of construction debris.
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crescent wrench was recovered from the excavation of
Unit N8W2. The wrench weighs 134.9 g, and
measures 17 cm long, 6.6 cm wide and 1.21 thick. The
wrench is very heavily rusted, but still distinguishable.
No diagnostic features are visible, and it is possible
that the wrench could represent either a tool used during
the occupation of the site, or post-abandonment
depositional activities.

a stove flue aperture, and other miscellaneous iron
fragments had been dumped into the cistern.
Excavation of the cistern was hampered by the presence
of waterlogged soils and standing water throughout
much of its depth. Numerous pieces of rotting and
waterlogged wood were observed and noted, but were
not recovered. Non-construction materials recovered
from the cistern included two glass bottle/jar fragments
from near the surface in the cistern fill, and portions of
a leather shoe and a slate tablet, Such items were very
rare. In general, the fill in Feature B consisted of
construction debris and provides little, if any
information regarding the age and function of the
adjacent structure.

Agricultural Implements
Sample Size = 3
Three artifacts associated with agricultural activities
were recovered from this site.

Materials Recovered

Pitchfork (n=l) A three-prong pitchfork which
measures approximately 37 cm long and 18 cm wide
was recovered from Unit NIOWO. The prongs are
spaced approximately 7 cm apart at the base, and are
approximately .6 cm in diameter. The pitchfork is
heavily rusted, and could relate to occupation of the
site, or post abandonment depositional remains.

A variety of historic artifacts were recovered by the
investigations at 34NB68, including but not limited to
metal artifacts such as tools, agricultural implements,
barbed wire, nails, miscellaneous hardware,
ammunition, food-related containers, stove parts,
transportation related items, glass containers such as
perfume, beverage, soft drink and patent medicine
bottles, and ceramics. The provenience of these items
is provided in Table 1 at the end of this report.

Hay Rake Tooth (n=l) A single hay rake tooth was
also recovered from Unit N8W2. The curved tooth
measures approximately 1.26 m long and is 1 cm in
diameter. The tooth is bent slightly out of shape, but it
is still intact enough to identify. It closely resembles
teeth on a hay rake illustrated in the 1900 Sears,
Roebuck and Co. Catalog (Sears, Roebuck and Co.
1970:944).

Metal Artifacts
A total of 108 metal artifacts are described below. An
overwhelming majority of the metal artifacts in the
assemblage are in advanced stages of deterioration
owing to prolonged submersion in water, which renders
positive identification of many of the artifacts
impossible. Metal artifacts which were too severely
deteriorated for identification were weighed in order to
provide a quantifiable measure ofthe artifacts Table 1).
The unidentified metal was divided into two
categories based upon physical characteristics, flat
metal and metal chunks. In addition, due to their
friabilty, unidentifiable nail and wire fragments were
quantified only by weight. The discussion of the
artifacts is arranged by the identified or presumed
function.

Iron Strap (n=l) An iron strap or band which
measures approximately 54 cm long, 4.7 cm wide and
1.1 cm thick was recovered from the cistern. The piece
is bent into roughly an L-shape. There is a large ovalshaped hole on one end. On the other end, a similar
hole has a large chain link secured it with what appears
to have been a nut and bolt. The chain link is
approximately 8.5 cm long and 3.95 cm wide. Four
small holes approximately 1.5 cm in diameter are
spaced 7.0 cm apart along the opposite end. This
artifact may have functioned as part of an adjustable
coupling device on a piece offarm machinery, however,
the exact :fjmction is undetermined.

Barbed Wire
Sample Size = 18
At least 18 pieces of identifiable barbed wire were
recovered from the excavation area. Most of the pieces
are identifiable as two-strand wire, but are too heavily
rusted to identify the barbs. One piece of barbed wire
is embedded in a chunk of plaster. This find probably

Hand Tools
Sample Size = 1
Only one item identifiable as a hand tool was found
during the course of the investigation.
Wrench (n=l) A single item identifiable as a metal
17

represents evidence of dumping of construction debris
after abandonment of the structure. Three types of wire
were identified from four of the less damaged
specimens and are described in detail below. All the
indentified types were recovered from the cistern fill.

Round Wire Nails (541.9 g) An undetermined number
of round nails and round nail fragments were recovered
from the excavation, weighing 541.9 g. Most of the
round nails were not only heavily rusted, but
fragmented, rendering exact measurements difficult.
One round nail was identifiable as a galvanized roofing
tack measuring 2.4 cm long. It was recovered from the
cistern feature.

Bates Wrap-Around Barb Strip (n=l) A single
piece of barbed wire was identified as Bates WrapAround Barb Strip was recovered. This is "single-strand
wire wrapped with spiraling serrated strip." The wire
was patented March 6, 1883 [Patent No. 273245] by
William S. Bate of Boston, Mass (Clifton 1973:86).

Unidentified Nail Fragments (3,425.1 g) A large
number of unidentifiable nails and nail fragments were
recovered from the excavations. These nails were so
heavily rusted that a determination as to whether they
are round or square was impossible. The unidentifiable
nails account for 3,425.lg of metal collected during the
investigation. Most (2,857.4) was recovered from the
cistern

Stover's Single-Wrap Barb (n=2) Two pieces of
heavily rusted barbed wire, each a single strand with
two-point barbs are tentatively identified as Stover's
Single-Wrap Barb. The wire was too heavily rusted to
identify it with absolute certainty, but it does resemble
the Stover's wire, which could date as early as 1877.
The Stover's wire was patented May 1, 1877, patent
number 190167 (Clifton 1973:28).

Bolts (n=6) Six assorted bolts including four square
head bolts, and two round head or carriage bolts were
recovered. Although the bolts are rusted, it was still
possible to obtain fairly accurate measurements. The
bolts range from 1.3 to 2.25 cm ( 1/2" to 1") in
diameter.

Glidden's Barb, One-Strand Variation (n=l) One
piece of single-strand, two-barb wire was recovered.
This wire was identified as Glidden' s Barb, One-Strand
Variation. Clifton (1973: 31, 365) lists it as a variation
of patent 157124, which was granted November 24,
1874.

Brick Ties (n=5) Five pieces of corrugated metal
strapping were identified, four of which were recovered
from within the cistern feature. The fifth piece was
collected from the surface. The items are probably brick
ties used to secure brick to frame walls. All of the
objects are corrugated, and are of a similar width and
thickness, ranging between 1.5 and 2.5 cm wide and .24
to .8 cm thick. Their presence within the cistern fill is
probably associated with the post-abandonment
deposition a number of bricks in the feature.

Construction Related Items
Sample Size= 47
A number of items related to construction were
recovered. These include fasteners such as nails, bolts
and brick ties as well as wire, door hardware, pipe and
miscellaneous hardware

Smooth Wire (600 g) A number of pieces ofunbarbed
smooth wire were recovered from three units on the
site. The wire possessed no diagnostic features which
would provide information regarding use or age. The
smooth wire was weighed, totaling 600 g with most
(372.4 g) coming from the cistern fill. This type ofwire
yields little information, but it could relate to fencing
materials or possibly early electrification. It is
impossible to draw definite conclusions.

Nails A large number ofnails and nail fragments were
recovered from the cistern feature as well as the
midden.
Although most nail fragments are
unidentifiable, both square/cut and round head wire
nails are identifiable in the assemblage. All of the nails
suffered a fairly high degree of degradation from rust,
but the nails recovered from the cistern were heavily
rusted from their long submersion in water almostto the
point of total destruction. Because the nails were in
such poor and friable condition, it was decided to
quantify by weight rather than numbers.

Door Hardware (n=6) Six pieces of door-related
hardware were recovered from the excavation,
including two brass striker plates, two metal skeleton
keys, a marble doorknob, and a piece of metal
tentatively identified as a portion of a door handle. The
larger striker plate was recovered from the cistern fill
and measure 9.5 cm long and 2.5 cm wide. It was

Square Nails (146.8 g) A few nail fragments are
identifiable as square/cut nails. The total weight of the
square-head nails is 146.8 grams (g).
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assemblage. These cartridges represent four different
chamber sizes including two .12 gauge shotgun casings,
one .22 caliber short, one .38 caliber, and one 45-60.
All except the .22 caliber cartridge are centerfire.
Examination ofthe cartridge headstamps identified four
different ammunition manufacturers. The following
descriptions are organized according to caliber.

heavily corroded, but when cleaned was revealed to be
brass. It appears to be a full size striker plate for a
regular door. A striker plate recovered from Unit
N8W2 (sheet midden) measures 5.44 cm long and 1.14
cm wide. It is rather small, and probably represents a
part of door hardware for a small cabinet. Both metal
keys were recovered from N8W2 and although heavily
rusted, but retain enough detail to be identified as
skeleton keys. One key measured 4.6 cm long while the
other measured 10.95 cm in length. Both were. One
small white marble doorknob measuring 6.9 cm in
diameter, and 3.0 cm thick was also recovered from
N8W2. This type of doorknob would have been more
costly than a simple plain metal knob, and may indicate
a measure of disposable income. A piece of metal
identified as an iron handle was also recovered from the
cistern fill. It measures 24cm long, 2.8cm wide, and 2
cm thick. It is a very heavy, single piece of flat metal.
One end is slightly curved and flattened, and has a
round hole for attaching to an object. The other end is
broken and missing. The handle is similar to types
often found on doors of utilitarian structures such as
barns or sheds.

.12 gauge (n=2) Two .12 gauge centerfire shotgun
casings were recovered from Unit N8W2 (midden).
One cartridge recoverd from was manufactured by the
Peters Cartridge Company of Kings Mills, Ohio. The
Peters company was acquired by Dupont in 1934 and
later became the Peters Cartridge Division of the
Remington Arms Company. The headstamp on the
cartridge reads "PETERS REFEREE" and dates
between 1887-1934 (Carillo 1985:430, White and
Munhall 1963:33).
The second .12 gauge shell casing was manufactured by
the Union Metallic Company, of Bridgeport,
Connecticut. The Union Metallic Company was
organized and began production of metallic cartridges
in 1867. Production of paper cartridges began
somewhat later, but was in full swing by 1897 when
Winchester produced a double-barreled shotgun that
took paper cartridges. In 1911, the company merged
with Remington Arms Company. The headstamp on the
shotgun cartridge reads "U.M.C. Co. No. 12 New
Club". This stamp was used prior to the Remington
merger, placing this cartridge between 1867 and 1911.

Pipe (n=6) Six pieces of cast iron pipe were recovered
from the site. All of the specimens were heavily rusted.
The pieces ranged between 7.03 to 29 cm in length and
from 1.1 to 6 cm in diameter. One piece is slightly
curved at one end, and could be associated with either
the cistern, or represent debris deposited into the cistern
after abandonment. Another piece has a slightly rolled
lip on one end. None of the pipe fragments possess
diagnostic features, and the exact function of these
artifacts remains undetermined.

.38 caliber (n=l) One .38 caliber brass centerfire
casing was manufactured by the Union Metallic
Company, of Bridgeport, Connecticut was recovered
the general surface. The headstamp on the .38 caliber
casing reads "U.M.C. S.H . .38 C. F." indicating
production between 1867 and 1911 (Carrillo1985:430,
Lees 1977:70, Spivey, et. al 1977:140).

Miscellaneous Hardware (n=ll) A variety of
miscellaneous hardware items was recovered from
various excavation units (Table 1). Among these
hardware items recovered are a metal staple, one
chainlink attached to a ring, three metal rings or chain
links, an unidentified iron fastener, a small metal hook
approximately 5 .25 cm long, a large hinge and bolt that
are rusted together, a piece of flat metal which appears
to be a handle, a metal brad, and a brass clamp possibly
used as a pipe fitting. None of these artifacts possess
diagnostic features that would yield information
regarding the date of occupation of the structure, or the
date of their own manufacture.

.45-60 caliber (n=l) Although the headstamp on this
cartridge does not contain lettering, it does exhibit a
distinctive circular pattern allowing it's identification as
a .45-60 centerfire casing manufactured by the
Winchester Repeating Arms Company in New Haven,
Connecticut between 1879 and 1935. The company was
organized in 1866 (White and Munhall 1963). The .4560 cartridge, recovered from Unit N6WO, was
introduced in 1879 and was one of the cartridges
designed to fit the Winchester 1876 Centennial Model
Rifle. Production of the .45-60 cartridge continued
until 1935, while the rifle was discontinued in 1897.
The cartridge was designed to provide more power than

Ammunition
Sample Size = 5
(Figure 9)
Five cartridge cases are present in the artifact
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the earlier .44-40 cartridges (Barnes 1980: 122).

white spattering .

.22 caliber (n=l) One cartridge, a .22 caliber short
unfired rim.fire shell was recovered from Unit N6W2.
The .22 caliber cartridge casings are difficult if not
impossible to accurately date. Production of the .22
caliber casings were first produced in 1857, and are still
very widely used for target shooting and small game
hunting. The casing bears a diamond-shaped (<>)
headstamp indicating production by Western Cartridge
Co., probably somewhere between 1898 and the present
(McEachern and Ralph 1980:58).

Stove Parts and Related Items
Sample Size = 3
Three artifacts related to heating and cooking stoves
were recovered from the site. These include a large
piece of a cast iron stove, an enameled chimney flue
cover, and a gas burner fixture. All of these artifacts
could have been produced and used during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century.

Flue Cover (n=l) One chimney flue cover with gray
on gray enamel was retrieved during the excavations
(see Figure 3). The cover measures approximately 25
cm in diameter, and 1.95 centimeters deep. The small
hole in the center of the cover is presumably to
accommodate an adjusting handle or attachment device.

Food Related Containers
Sample Size = 12
Twelve food related metal items were recovered during
the investigation.
These artifacts include a tin can
fragment, four metal canning lid rings, a piece metal
that resembles a champagne or wine bottle top, and six
enameled plates which are melted together. None ofthe
artifacts related to food storage or serving possess any
diagnostic characteristics allowing for a refined
temporal assessment.

Cast Iron Stove Fragment (n=l) A portion of a cast
iron stove top measuring 48cm long, 20cm wide, and
3.0 cm deep was identified among the items from the
cistern. There is an oval-shaped opening in the top that
measures 28.5cm long and 12.5cm wide, with a 3 cm
tall flange. This could be the top of a large kitchen
cookstove or the top of a cast-iron heater either of
which may have been coal or wood fueled. The stove
top resembles the top of a large kitchen stove pictured
in the 1900 Sears, Roebuck and Co. Catalog (Sears,
Roebuck and Co. 1970:833).

Tin Can (n=l) A single tin can fragment was
recovered from the cistern. However, the item is too
seriously deteriorated by rust to identify any diagnostic
features.
Canning Jar Lid and Rings (n=4) All four of these
items are heavily rusted. Two of the artifacts recovered
from the the midden in Unit N8W2 are lid rings still
attached to the threaded mouth of the glass jars. They
are small-mouth jars, with no other distinguishing
. features and since they retain remains of the glass jar
are addressed again in the section on glass food
containers. Another fragment of a lid was recovered
from the same unit. A lid ring was found in Unit
NlOWO.

Ell Gas Burner Cock (n=l) (Figure 10) One gas
fixture identified as an Ell Gas Burner Cock was
recovered from the cistern feature. This artifact consists
of the ell burner cock with a piece offerrous metal pipe
attached to it. The Ell Burner Cock is made of brass,
and has fleur-de-lis embossed on the handle and the
spigot. It is very similar in appearance to an illustration
in the 1937 Mideke Supply Company Catalogue
(Mideke 1937:101). The spigot measures
approximately 5.0 cm long and 1.1 cm in diameter. The
handle of the cock measures approximately 2.5 cm tall,
2.55 cm wide, and .47 cm thick. It is flat, roughly semicircular and has a fleur-de-lis embossed on both sides.
The spigot opening appears to be slightly crushed or
mangled and actually has a copper pipe fitted onto the
spigot which was then cut or otherwise separated. The
metal pipe has a seam running along the underside, and
it is of a lighter metal than iron. The pipe is rusted
heavily, and crushed as if it was cut with something
such as bolt cutters.

Bottle Top Seal (n=l) This bottle top seal found in
UnitN6W2 consists of the piece of metal that is wired
onto the top of a bottle to prevent the cork from
accidentally popping. The seal has no distinguishing
marks.
The exact type of container remains
undetermined.
Plates (n=6) Six stacked enameled graniteware plates
which apparently melted together during a very hot fire
were recovered from the surface of the site. They
measure approximately 26 cm in diameter. The enamel
glaze shows evidence of blue coloring with possible

Transportation Related Items
Sample Size = 3
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Three items relating to transportation are present in the
assemblage. These include a license plate from Unit
N8W2, and a leaf spring and chrome fragment from the
cistern fill.

13 cm long, l.75cm wide and .12 cm thick. It weighs
5 .2 g and most likely functioned as a mounting
ring/flange for the working parts that fit onto the
reservoir of a kerosene/oil lamp.

Automobile License Plate (n=l} A heavily rusted
license plate, identifiable as a 1937 Oklahoma Farm
Truck plate, was identified. The partial number
_3Fr030 is still visible. This plate could have belonged
to a truck associated with this site, or more likely, it fell
off a truck traveling down the US 177 highway, and thus
totally unrelated to the occupation of the site.

Bucket (n=2) A curved piece of metal identified as a
bucket handle measures 23 centimeters in length, and is
slightly thicker than the smooth wire recovered from the
site. It is curved, with a rounded loop on one end, and
it appears to be half of a bucket bail or handle. The
handle is likely associated with the bucket remains
described below.

Leaf Spring (n=l) One artifacttentatively identified as
a leaf spring was recovered from the cistern feature.
This artifact is a slightly bowed iron strap or band that
measures appro:xllnately 41.5 cm long by 4.0 cm wide
and 1.0 cm thick. It is incomplete and on the broken
end there is one-half of a hole, indicating a fastener of
some sort. The piece could be part of the suspension
under a wagon, or an early car. However, with no
diagnostic marks, positive identification as to age and
function are impossible.

A white enamel piece of flat metal is attributed to a
The artifact
bucket removed ~from the cistern.
measures approximately 21 cmxl 7cm, and the top of
the bucket has a rolled lip. The fragment was too badly
deteriorated to determine the exact diameter of the
bucket.
Unidentified Handle (n=l) A cast aluminum handle
with ferrous metal washer on one end is present in the
assemblage. It would have been mounted onto a
container or permanent surface with metal brads. The
handle measures 18 cm long, 6 cm wide at its widest
point and 1.6 cm thick at its thickest point. The long
thin handle appears to have been encased with a
hollowed-out wooden dowel, and fragments of the
wood are still visible.

Chrome Fragment (n=l) One unidentified chrome
fragment was recovered. The piece weighs 2.2 g, and
measures 2cm long, 1.87cm wide, and .07cm thick.
This fragment of chrome retains no diagnostic features,
and no indication of original function. It is likely that
it fell off a vehicle passing along US 177, and is totally
unrelated to the occupation of the site.

Bed Frame (n=l) The remains of a metal bed frame
was recovered from the cistern fill. The piece
represents one end of the frame with portions of the
sides also present. The frame could be a part of a pull
out bed such as a day bed or couch bed. It measures
approximately I meter wide, with 50 cm long pieces of
the side of the frame attached. Extension brackets are
located on the outside edge of comers. The sides have
small holes spaced approximately 9 cm apart. This
portion is very heavily rusted, and any other details are
obscured.

Miscellaneous Items
Sample Size= 14
A wide variety of miscellaneous metal items were
recovered from various proveniences (Table 1).
Included in this category are a suspender end, brass
flange, aluminum and metal handles, bucket fragment,
chunk of bar steel, angle iron, iron strap or band, five
pieces of unidentified metal, piece of sheet metal, and
a portion of a metal bed frame. Most of these items
could be associated with the occupation ofthe structure.
However, it could be possible to attribute a portion of
the artifacts in this category to immediate postabandonment depositional activities.

Bar Stock (n=l) One chunk of solid bar steel
measuring approximately 21 cm long and 4.25 cm in
diameter was recovered from the cistern. The exact
function of this piece of steel is undetermined, but it
probably served as bar stock for a blacksmith's or
welders source for raw material.

Fastener (n=l) A small brass fastener was recovered
which was possibly a suspender end. The piece is bent
in half, weighs 2.8 g, and measures 4.15 cm long.

Angle Iron (n=3) Three pieces ofheavily rusted angleiron were found. The pieces measure between 18 and
30 cm long and 5 to 9 cm wide.
This artifacts
possesses no diagnostic features or indication as to

Lamp Hardware (n=l) A small brass flange,
originally circular in shape but now distorted measures
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function.

Medicine (n=8) Eight specimens recovered from the
excavations could be identified as patent medicine or
bitters (n-=5) and salve or ointment containers (n=3).

Sheet Metal (n=l) There was one piece of sheet metal
recovered from the site. The exact function is
unknown. The piece measures 27cm long by 12 cm
wide by 0.8cm thick. The artifact is heavily rusted, and
folded in half. It could represent roofing material, but
without more information a definite conclusion is
impossible.

Patent Medicine Bottles (Figure 11) Five
examples of patent medicine bottles are represented in
the assemblage, consisting of three complete bottles,
one partial bottle body and base, and one bottle base.
Patent medicine bottles were widely used during the
latter half of the 19th and early decades of the 20th
century. Bottles distributed by proprietary pharmacies
were generally decorated with embossed or raised
letters that advertised the name of the medicine and its
location of manufacture. Many patent medicine bottles
are temporally diagnostic to the year of manufacture, or
to a small period of time which they were in production.

Unidentifiable Large Metal Fragments (n=5) Five
unidentified but measurable iron and metal fragments
were recovered from the excavations. These pieces
range between 16 and 62 cm in length, and between 0.9
and 7.2 cm in width. None of these fragments possess
any diagnostic features which would yield a clue as to
age or function. All of these pieces are heavily rusted.

One embossed specimen in the assemblage was
recovered from UnitN6W4 (Figure 6). The embossing
reads
"CHAMBERLAIN'S
PAIN
BALM//CHAMBERLAINMED.CO.//DESMOINES,
IA. USA". This particular bottle was advertised as
early as 1889. The Chamberlain Medicine Company
was organized in Des Moines, Iowa in 1892. The
company advertised the Chamberlain's Pain Balm until
as late as 1923 (Fike 1987:19). The bottle is
rectangular, machine made, with a round neck, sloped
shoulders, and chamfered corners. There are four
recessed panels, one on each side of the bottle. Three
of the panels bear the embossed lettering. The bottle
has a one-part finish with a down-tooled lip and a
ground bore. Considering the characteristics of the
bottle, and the period within which it was advertised,
the bottle probably dates between 1892 and 1923.

Unidentified Small Metal Fragments (8,480.Sg)
While the above five pieces were large enough to
measure, and possibly eventually to identify, the
majority of the small metal artifacts recovered from the
excavation area are in a serious state of deterioration
due to rust hindering any positive identification. Thus
quantifying by weight seems the only reasonable
approach to analysis. The unidentified metal fragments
were divided into two major categories, unidentified
flat metal and unidentified metal chunks. The artifacts
were weighed by categories. The flat metal artifacts
totaled 5,532.3 g while the metal chunks totaled 2,948.2
g.

Glass Artifacts
Two hundred and sixty one glass artifacts including a
minimum of 42 identifiable vessels were recovered by
the investigations. Prior to analysis, efforts were made
to refit fragments which resulted in the ability to more
accurately identify many of the items. These artifacts
are divided below into nine descriptive categories based
upon their original function. The categories refer to
containers such as medicine, food, soft drink, liquor and
perfume. Other categories include tableware and
windowpane glass. The remaining items are classed as
miscellaneous or unidentified glass fragments.

Two other patent medicine bottles, recovered General
Surface, were both manufactured in a two-piece mold,
and bear no commercial marks or decorations. They
are both rectangular in shape and aquamarine in color.
One bottle has three recessed panels, chamfered comers
and a flat resting surface. The resting surface is marked
with an embossed "2". The bottle has a one-part finish
with a down tooled lip and was fitted with a cork or
stopper closure. It also has a tapered neck with sloped
shoulders. The second bottle is incomplete, and is
missing the finish, neck and shoulders. The bottle's
body is straight, and bears four recessed panels,
rounded comers and a flat resting surface. The resting
surface is marked with an embossed "S.88.". Neither of
these marks are diagnostic, and likely represent a lot or
size number for the bottle. The exact date for
production of these bottles is uncertain, but the range of
production for two-piece mold blown bottles ranges

Containers
Sample Size= 49 ( 7 liq frags =42)
Included in this category are bottles and jars which
originally served as containers for various substances.
Medicine, perfume, condiment, beverage and food
containers are all represented.
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during the 1930s, but remains in use today. It is likely
that these jars date from the early part of the twentieth
century.

between 1845 and 1913 (Newman 1970:72).
A single bottle base and portion of the body wall
retrieved from N8W2 appears to be part of a medicine
bottle. It was constructed in a two-piece mold, and is
kidney-shaped in cross-section. The base is marked
with an embossed "2". This shape is known as a
Philadelphia Oval (Jones et al 1989:101) The front
panel is embossed with the letters "SS//BY//.". The
remainder of the lettering is missing. This bottle likely
dates between 1845 and 1913.

Toiletry/Perfume Bottles (n=2) Two bottles identified
as toiletries or perfume bottles were recovered from the
excavations. Both bottles were made of clear glass in
two piece molds, and have a ground bore for a stopper
or cork closure. Both bottles have straight necks,
square bodies, and a flat resting surface.

One fragment of a bitters bottle was recovered from the
General Surface. It was made of amber .glass in a two
piece mold. The bottle had a tapered neck, champagne
finish, and a constricted bore. The finish was
completed with a finishing tool, obliterating the mold
marks along the neck. This bottle probably contained
bitters, a type of''medicine" or simply alcohol (Watson
1965). The bottle likely dated between 1845 and 1913.

One of the bottles recovered form Unit N6W2, features
sloped shoulders and a round, slightly concave base.
The bottle has a two-part finish with an applied lip.
The base is marked with an embossed "T'. This bottle
exhibits a double embossed letter on the base, which
results from lifting the parison in the mold, recentering
it, and lowering it into the mold again.
The second bottle (Figure 12) was retrieved from the
surafce and features slightly downward and then
squared shoulders, and a round concave basal profile
marked with embossed letters" EASTMAN & BRO.
CO./PERFUMERS" (Figure 7). The finish is a one-part
finish with a cap seat and a flattened side lip. With
regards to the appearance of the two-piece mold
between 1845 and 1913, and the use of clear glass as
early as 1880, it is safe to say that these bottles likely
date between 1880 and 1913.

Salve and Ointment Jars (n=3) The three
remaining medicinal containers are identified as salve
or ointment jars. All three of the jars are automatic
machine made. One of the jars from N8W2 is made of
clear glass which has solarized to a slightly gray color,
indicating that it might have been manufactured after
World War I. An Owen's scar is visible on the base of
the jar. The jar has no neck, and the threaded finish is
obscured by the lid of the jar. It cannot be removed
without irreparable damage to the lid or the vessel. The
jar is rounded, with a slightly footed resting surface.
The resting surface has stippling around its outer edge,
and is marked with an embossed "2" in the center. It is
unclear exactly when this bottle was manufactured, but
it exhibits characteristics that would place it between
1869 and the present. Most likely it was produced
around 1913 or later owing to the color of the glass.

Beverage A total of 14 separate beverage bottles as
well as seven fragments were identified in the
assemblage. They are divided into two basic categories
of liquor and soft drink containers.
Liquor (n=ll; 4 identifiable vessels, 7 fragments)
Eleven of the glass artifacts were identified as
belonging to the liquor category. Some of these pieces
were reconstructed to represent four diagnostic vessels,
while the remaining fragments were unidentified and
are can't be attributed to individual bottles. Two of the
vessels were formed in a two-piece mold of amber
glass, and two of the bottles were machine made from
clear glass. A two-piece mold bottle from Unit N6W4
has a square body with chamfered comers, a rounded
heel, and a flat resting surface. There are no
commercial or decorative marks on the bottle to provide
a date, however, manufacture of bottles in two-piece
molds ranged between 1845 and 1913 (Newman
1970:72). The neck and shoulders of the bottle are
missing.

The two remaining jars are both made of opaque white
or "milk" glass. Each jar has a threaded finish for a
screw-on cap. The jars are machine made, with
rounded heels, rounded resting surfaces, and flat bases.
One jar from the general surface is marked with an
embossed "11" on the base, while the other, recovered
from the cistern, is marked with embossed lettering
"MENTHOLATUM//REG//TRADE//MARK".
These types of ointment jars are very common, and also
difficult to date. Automatic machine made containers
were manufactured as early as 1904 (Jones et al
1989:37), and milkglass was in use as early as the
1880s. Milkglass reached its height of popularity
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The second two-piece mold bottle is from Unit N8W2
and has a rectangular body with rounded comers. The
bottle has a one-part fmish with a smooth bore on a
cylindrical neck. The neck ofthe bottle was tooled with
a fmishing tool, obliterating most of the mold marks.
The shoulders are squared, and are decorated with
ridges radiating outward from the neck. The body of
the bottle is decorated with three concentric rings just
below the shoulders, and two concentric rings near
where the base of the bottle would be. One side panel
of the bottle is decorated with embossed lettering that
reads "Cream// PURE RYE" (Figure 8). We were
unable to locate this label in any of the available
resources, and thus unable to obtain an exact date for
the bottle. We do know however, manufacture of
bottles in two-piece molds ranged between 1845 and
1913 (Newman 1970:72).

features whatsoever and remains unidentified as to date
or origin of manufacture.
Two of the soda bottles from Unit N8W2 are small twopiece mold made bottles of clear glass. They have a
crown fmish with a rounded lip, a tapered neck and
champagne shoulders. The heel and resting point are
rounded, and the base is flat with a very slight
concavity. The body is circular in cross-section and the
sides are straight. Both bottles are marked with
embossed lettering "ROYALi/PURPLE" on the side
(Figure 9). This bottle did not appear in any of the
available bottle references, however a local collector
identified it as a type of grape juice bottle produced
around the beginning of the twentieth century (Fletcher
1997).
One fragment of a soda bottle was also found in N8W2
and consists of a partial bottle neck and fmish. The
bottle is made of clear glass and produced in a twopiece mold. The neck is tapered, with a crown finish
and a rounded lip. There is evidence of use of a
fmishing tool. This specimen bears no diagnostic
commercial or decorative marks. However, we can say
that because two-piece molds were used between 1845
and 1913, and that clear glass was in production as
early as 1880, the bottle was likely produced sometime
between 1880 and 1913.

The first of the machine made bottles consists simply of
a bottle base with a small portion of the body. This
bottle, from the general surface collection, is missing its
neck and shoulders. The bottle is made of clear glass,
with an inswept heel and a flat resting surface. The
bottle is flask-shaped in cross-section, andhas a footed
base marked with an embossed "466". One wall of the
body is approximately twice as thick as the other wall,
and could be attributed to an uneven distribution of
glass in the mold. The base of the bottle is smooth,
exhibiting no marks. It is possible to determine that the
bottle was probably manufactured sometime after 1880.

Four soda bottles are from the general surface
collection at the site. One soda bottle, made of clear
glass is machine-made, with evidence of an Owen's scar
on the base. The bottle has a crown fmish with a
slightly constricted bore and a rounded lip, a tapered
neck and champagne shoulders. The body is circular in
profile, with a rounded heel and resting surface. The
heel is marked with an embossed "376". The base of
the bottle is round, with a slightly concave basal profile.
It is marked with an embossed "F". There is a slight
rippling on the surface of the base. This bottle is
possibly attributable to the Fairmount Glassworks,
Indianapolis, Indiana and could date between 1930 and
1945 (Toulouse 1971:200-202).

The second machine made bottle was recovered from
the cistern fill and consists of the base and a small
portion of the body. The neck, shoulders, and majority
ofthe body are missing. The bottle has an inswept heel,
a slightly rounded resting surface and a flat base. The
bottle is oval-shaped in cross-section and probably had
straight body walls. The base of the bottle is marked
with embossed lettering "15" and a maker's mark that
consists of an "I" within a diamond superimposed onto
an oval. This bottle was manufactured by Owen,
Illinois Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio. The "15" may
indicate that the bottle was produced at plant number
15. The maker's mark was used by the glass company
between the years of 1929 and 1954 (Toulouse
1971:403).

A second bottle from the general surface collection is
machine made, and amber in color. The bottle has a
two-part crown fmish with a rounded lip, a slightly
bulged neck, and champagne shoulders. There is a
seam at the juncture of the fmish and the neck. A
fragment of embossed lettering is visible on the
shoulder, which probably read "OT TO", but the Os
are partially destroyed. Unfortunately the bottle bears
no other diagnostic features; and we can only surmise

Soft Drink (n=lO) (Figure 13) Ten artifacts recovered
from the excavations fall into the category of soft drink
containers. Nine of the specimens bore some type of
mark, or were identifiable as to period or type of
manufacture, while the tenth possessed no diagnostic
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Coca Cola bottle. The body is roughly flower-shaped
in cross~section. It is essentially circular in with 10
ribs. The bottle body is hour-glass shaped vertically,
with a rounded heel and a flat resting point. The side of
the body is embossed with the lettering "81©47". The
base has a circular flat concavity which is marked with
embossed lettering" ... NG// ...LA.". Unfortunately, this
bottle has almost, but not quite enough of a maker's
mark to identify its origin. At best we c.ould conclude
that the bottle was produced during the twentieth
century, perhaps in 1947 as the embossing on the side
might indicate, and that it may have been produced
from a local bottler. However, neither of these
conclusions are supportable and remain pure
speculation.

that this bottle could have been produced between 1920
and the present.
The third bottle from the general surface collection is a
fragment of a bottle which may or may not have been
machine made, and is aquamarine in color. This
fragmentmeasures approximately 3 cm long and2.5 cm
wide. It is marked with embossed lettering "·.·.de ... ".
Unfortunately this specimen is too small to draw any
real conclusions regarding its origin or date of
manufacture.
The fourth bottle from the general surface collection is
also a very small fragment of a bottle. It is aquamarine
in color and measures approximately 2.54 cm square.
It is embossed with lettering that reads
"PONC .. .//... TTLING ... ".
This label probably
corresponds to Ponca City Bottling Works which has
produced bottles from the Territorial Era to the present
(Fletcher 1990:123).

The final soda bottle was also recovered from Unit.
N8W2 and consists of a bottle base and body that is
missing its neck and finish. The bottle was machinemade, is aqua in color, and has a rounded heel and a flat
resting surface. The base is slightly rounded, with a
shallow circular concavity in the center. The bottle
body is circular in cross-section, and the walls are
straight. The bottle body is marked by embossed
lettering: "P .. .//BOT.. .//PONC ... ", and is identified as
being manufactured by Ponca City Bottling Works,
Ponca City, Oklahoma (Fletcher 1990:123). The slag
plate edge is visible around the embossed lettering.
This specimen is incomplete, but according to Fletcher,
the bottle was approximately 20.32 cm (8 in.) tall and
had a crown finish. He also notes that this bottle is a
rare fmd (ibid.). The base of the bottle is marked with
an embossed "M". It is unclear as to the period of
manufacture of this bottle, it is possible that it was
made at any time between the Territorial Era and the
present. Owing to the relative rarity of this bottle, it is
possible to estimate that the bottle was produced during
the early part of the twentieth century.

A single machine made bottle, aqua in color, was
recovered from the ground surface outside of the
excavation grid near Unit N10W2. The finish of the
bottle is missing, but it has a tapered neck with
downsloped shoulders, a rounded heel and rounded
resting surface. The heel of the bottle is marked with an
embossed "14". This number likely represents a lot or
size number, and does not contribute any information to
the date of the bottle's manufacture. The base of the
bottle is flat, with a circular concavity. The base of the
bottle is embossed with the lettering "THE LIQUID"
inside a diamond shape. On the outside lower left of
the diamond, there are the letters "XX" and on the
outside lower right of the diamond are the numbers
"20 l ".
The embossing is slightly blurred. The
embossed mark is identified as produced by The Liquid
Carbonic Co. Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain
a date or location of production (Clark 1989:112).
There is a wandering "ghost" seam up body of the
container, left by the parison mold halves which join the
full-sized mold seams at the finish. This type of seam
is proofofmachinemanufacture (Jones, etal. 1989:37).
The embossed mark on the base of the bottle was not
identified in any of the available resources. It is
possible that the bottle was produced by a local bottler,
and there is no published information on the bottler.
We can say, based on the presence of the Owen's scar,
that the bottle was probably manufactured no earlier
than 1904 (Jones, et. al. 1989:39).

Food/Condiment Containers (n=14) (Figure 14)
Fourteen bottles or fragments ofbottles representing at
least 7 food container vessels were recovered from by
the investigation. These items include food and
condiment containers.

Jars (n=lO; 3 vessels; 6 fragmnets; 1 glass
lid) A total 10 jar fragments of home canning of
commercial food jars representing at least 3 vessels
were recovered from 34NB68. Seven of the 10 jar
fragments were recovered from Unit N8W2 and are
described first. Two narrow-mouth fruit jar necks that
still retain their metal screw-on caps were discussed
briefly in the metal artifact section. The remainder of

An aqua colored, machine made soda bottle was
recovered from Unit N8W2. It appears to be a 6-ounce
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both jars ismissing, rendenng a complete description
impossible. The jar tops are aqua in color, exhibit
machine construction, and have a continuous thread on
the fmish. These jar tops exhibit mold seams to the top
of the finish, indicating automatic machine production.
These two jars could have been produced anytime
between 1920 and the present.

number through the mouth of the jar. There are also
four small dots embossed on the jar base. It is unclear
as to their exact function. The jar base has a rounded
heel with a mold line visible on the resting point. The
base is circular, with a slight concavity upon which the
embossing occurs. This jar could have been produced
between 1903 and the present. Since it was recovered
near other jar fragments dating to at least the 1920s, it
is likely that this fragment is from that period as well.

Three body fragments of home canning jars were also
recovered. All three fragments exhibit portions of
raised embossed lettering, and all three fragments are
aqua in color. Considering the curvature of the pieces,
it is likely that they were parts of quart-sized jars.

A fragment of a container attributed to a mason jar was
recovered from the surface. The fragment lacks any
diagnostic elements. The fragment is curved, and
appears to be machine manufactured. "Mason" jars
were patented as early as 1858 (Toulouse 1969). It is
difficult to date this fragment. Owing to its machine
manufacture, the glass probably dates after 1903.

One fragment bears the letters "MA ... ". The "A" is
incomplete, but its shape is implied. The manufacture
type is undetermined, but may be machine-made. It
reconstructed, the body would be circular in crosssection and straight vertically.

A complete half-pint sized food jar was recovered from
the cistern. It was machine manufactured of clear glass,
with a straight fmish and a flattened string rim. The
bottle neck is very short, ending in downtumed
shoulders. The jar is circular in cross-section, and
straight vertically. The heel is rounded, with a rounded
resting surface. The base is flat, with a slight
concavity. The bottle exhibits seams up both sides, and
a seam joining the neck to the fmish. An Owen's scar is
visible in the center of the base. The scar is almost
obliterated by an embossing slug plate. The plate bears
the embossed number "4". The clear glass exhibits a
slight amethyst solarization common to vessels
manufactured using manganese dioxide as a decolorizer
prior to World War I. This bottle was likely
manufactured between 1880 and 1914.

The second jar fragment carries a portion of embossed
lettering that either read "0" or "E", the lettering is too
fragmentary for defmite identification.
The
manufacture type is undetermined. Ifreconstructed, the
body would be round in cross-section, and straight
vertically. Both of these jar fragments were likely
produced between 1888 and 1922.
The third jar fragment is embossed with raised lettering
"all". The distinctive looping of the "l"s and the angle
of the "a" provide enough evidence that a tentative date
may be assigned. The piece could have been produced
between 1888 and 1912 as the Ball Standard jar,
between 1908 and 1922 as the Ball Sure Seal jar, or
between 1900 and 1920 as the Ball Mason's Patent jar.
All three of these marks were produced by the Ball
Mason jar company (Toulouse 1969).

A clear glass jar lid with a one-half tum locking device
was identified from the general surface collection.
There is a letter "E" embossed on the exterior of the lid.
The words "PAT MAR 19th 1901" are embossed onto
the interior of the lid. The "9" in "19th" is backwards.
This lid dates to at least 190 l, but perhaps as late as
WWI. The glass exhibits characteristics of solarization
common to glass produced using manganese dioxide
prior to WWI. Prior to WWI, clear, or flint, glass was
produced using manganese dioxide as a decolonizing
agent imported from Germany. During the war,
manganese dioxide was replaced by Canadian selenium
as a decolorizer (Toulouse 1969:534).

A partial fruit jar fmish was recovered from the
excavations. It is aqua in color, and has a single thread
along the outside. The top is slightly rounded to accept
the rubber casket seal. The fmish exhibits seams,
indicating possible machine manufacture. The fmish
could belong to one of the jars represented by the
embossed body fragments. The jar was probably
m~nufactured around 1920.

An aqua colored quart-sized canning jar base was
collected. It was removed from the same unit as the
other canning jar fragments, Unit N8W2. The jar was
manufactured by machine, as evidenced by an Owen's
scar. The base in embossed with a backwards "2".
When the jar is held upright, it is possible to read the

Condiment Bottles (n=4) (Figure 10) One
ketchup bottle was reconstructed from a number of
small fragments recovered General Surface. The bottle
is missing the fmish, neck and shoulders, is decagonal
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in cross-section, and vertically it is straight. The heel is
rounded, with a flat resting surface. The base of the
bottle is round with a slight concavity. An embossed
"S" is located on the center of the base. The bottle is
clear, and shows evidence of machine manufacture with
an Owen's scar visible on the base. The bottle could
date between 1903 and 1950.

incomplete, and too small to identify. This particular
fragment is aquamarine in color and may have been a
portion of a soft drink bottle. Two other fragments
labeled as unidentified represent fragments of bottle
bases. Both of the fragments are from the cistern, are
clear glass and have embossed lettering. One fragment
bears the mark "57//PAT0 " and the other fragment
reads "PATEN .. .//JUN.". The words are incomplete
and provide no useful information for identifying the
date of manufacture or function of the vessels.

A complete bottle identified as a pepper sauce bottle
was collected from the excavations in Unit N8W2. The
clear glass bottle was blown in a two-piece mold.
There are no commercial marks on the bottle, however
the bottle is decorated with distinctive concentric
ribbing. The bottle was completed using a finishing
tool, which obliterated the mold marks on the finish.
The bottle has a Perry-Davis finish, a tapered neck, and
no shoulders. There is a bulged heel, a flat, slightly
concave resting surface and a flat base. The bottle is
ovoid in shape, and has an oval-shaped open panel on
one side. The bottle had a stopper closure, and could
date between 1880 and 1913.

Tableware (n=4) Four pieces of tableware were
identified in this collection. Two pieces from N8W2
are believed to belong to the same vessel. They are
constructed of pressed glass with an all-over starburst
and ribbon design. The pieces are believed to represent
a bowl or plate made of clear glass. The clear glass
exhibits a slight amethyst solarization common to
vessels manufactured using manganese dioxide as a
decolorizer prior to World War I. Manganese dioxide
was produced in Germany and used as a decolorizing
agent until supplies were interrupted during World War
I (Jones et al 1989:13). Thus it is likely to have been
produced prior to World War I.

A second pepper-sauce bottle also from Unit N8W2, is
clear and manufactured in a two-piece mold. The bottle
has a tapered neck with a Perry-Cavis finish and no
shoulders. There is bulged heel. a flat resting surface
and a flat base on the bottle. The bottle is circular in
cross section, and relatively straight vertically. The
bottle is decorated by 25 concentric ribs. The finish of
the bottle was completed using a finishing tool, which
obliterated all mold marks on it. The bottle likely had
a stopper closure, A semi-circular open panel is located
on one side of the bottle body. This bottle likely dates
between 1880 and 1913.

The remaining two pieces of tableware consist of a
commercially made tumbler such as would have held
jelly or butter (Jones et al 1989:143). One specimen
from Unit N8W2 is virtually complete, while the other
piece recovered from the cistern is simply a fragment of
the rim. Both pieces are clear glass, with smooth rims.
A single row of tiny ribbing encircles the vessel just
below the rim. The pattern on the fragment matches the
semi-complete vessel, but does not fit, and is therefore
considered to represent two separate vessels. The semicomplete vessel is round, and slightly tapered towards
the base, which is flat. It is difficult to assign an exact
temporal date to these artifacts, however we know that
clear glass vessels were in manufacture as early as 1880
(Jones 1989). It is likely that the specimens date to the
early part of the twentieth century.

A bottle closely resembling Pickle-Preserve type bottles
found in Putnam's Bottle Identification (1965) was
recovered from the cistern. The bottle is clear,
manufactured in a two-piece mold, and is devoid of
any commercial or decorative marks. It has a one-part
crown fmish, a cylindrical neck and sloped-down
shoulders. The bottle is circular in cross-section and
has a straight body. The base of the bottle is missing.
The bottle likely dates between 1880 and 1913.

Lamp Chimney Glass (n=5) Five pieces of glass
recovered from the surface as well as the cistern are
identifiable as fragments of a kerosene lamp chimney.
All of the fragments are thin, too thin to be utilized as
either a food or drink container or as window glass.
One of the fragments exhibited a scalloped edge which
was a common form of decoration on lamp chimneys.
It is not possible to determine if all of the fragments
belong to a single chimney owing to the small size of
the pieces. It also not possible to determine exactly
when or where these artifacts may have been

Unidentified Jar/Bottle Glass (n=78) Seventyeight
pieces of glass recovered from this investifation are
classed as unidentifiable beyond being from jars or
bottles. They derive from various proveniences (Table
1). The fragments are generally too small for positive
identification, and bear no diagnostic characteristics.
One of the 77 fragments bears the fragment of an
embossed letter, unfortunately the letter was
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manufactured, therefore they do not provide us with a
useful temporal marker. Kerosene lamps were the
ubiquitous form of lighting and secondary heating in
homes until the advent of electricity.

which utilize the cobalt blue coloring, have a long
history ofuse, and were in production as early as 1825.
Production of flow blue transfer-printed ceramics
followed the same process as that of other transfer
ceramics, except that the amount of cobalt used in the
design was sometimes increased to cause the design to
distort or "flow". Production of flow blue transferwares
continued until at least 1900 (Foracker 1976:20).

Window Pane Glass (n=130) One hundred and thirty
fragments of windowpane glass were recovered from
the excavations, most of which is derived from the
cistern (Table 1). Most of the fragments were very
small. Some of the pieces have a slight iridescence
attributed to solarizing effects of the sun on the glass.
It is not possibleto utilize these windowpane fragments
for diagnostic analysis, yet it is important to note their
presence.

Flow Blue (n=l) One piece of flow blue transferware
ceramic was recovered from Unit N6W2. The pattern
is a simple leaf design. The fragment is flat, and
measures approximately 2.56 cm long, 1.57 cm wide,
and .33 cm thick. It was probably part of a plate or
saucer.
Decalomania (n=l) One small fragment of what is
known as decalomania transferware was recovered from
the General Surface. The ceramic is white with a small
pink floral design. The fragment is too small for
definite identification, but probably formed part of the
rim of a plate or a saucer.

Ceramics
Twenty-four pieces of ceramics representing four
primary wares were recovered during the investigation.
These wares include whiteware, stoneware,
transferware and possibly porcelain. Fragments of
plates, cups, saucers, bowls, and crocks have been
identified, however none of the artifacts are complete,
and none of the artifacts exhibit any maker's marks.
Obtaining definite manufacture dates for these artifacts
is virtually an impossibility, given the size of the
assemblage and the relative size of the fragments.
However, it is possible to propose some relative dates
based upon the types of decoration and glaze on some
of the artifacts. Two types of glaze are represented
within the assemblage, plain and transfer printed. The
plain glaze is self-explanatory, however, we should
define the transfer process. Transfer decoration
involves transferring a lithographed design from a
copper plate to a clay surface prior to firing.

Whiteware (n=l4) High-fired whitewares began to be
produced during the early to mid-1800s, and are easily
confused with stonewares. These types of ceramics are
actually white earthenwares with an opaque white or
cream colored body, granular texture, and the tendency
to absorb moisture (Lees 1977:80).
Fourteen
fragments of whiteware ceramics were recovered from
several proveniences across the site (Table 1). Two of
items are rim fragments, probably from a saucer or
plate. One rim has a scalloped edge and both of the are
embossed with a scalloped design. The fragments are
too small to obtain an estimate of vessel diameter. The
remaining whiteware specimens are undecorated.
Three footrings were identified. The first footring,
measures approximately 3.5 cm in diameter, and was
probably part of a bowl. The two remaining footrings
measure approximately 5.2 cm and 5.0 cm in diameter
respectively, and are both attributed to cup plate or
saucers. One small rim fragment, possibly from a cup
or small bowl is too small to obtain an estimate of
vessel diameter. Four pieces are very small, but exhibit
enough curve to be attributed to the body of a small cup
or bowl. Three of the whiteware fragments are too
small for positive identification.

Transferware (n=2) The method oftransferware was
first used in England in the 1750's (Hillier 1968:145).
It became the most popular of decorating earthenware.
The earliest colors to be used in the transfer process
were black, red, dark purple and brown (Wallace
1984:139). Cobalt blue also became a very popular
color, since it was possible to get gradations of color by
using small dots and lines. The earliest use of blue
transfer printed wares was in 1780 by Thomas Turner
at Caughly in Shropshire. This method of decoration
became very popular, and by the early 1800s, it was
being produced in Staffordshire, Lancashire, Yorkshire
and South Wales. Designs for transfer printed ceramics
started out very simply, but with major improvements
in application techniques, the designs soon became
more detailed. Exports of Flow Blue transferware to
North America (which was the major market) often
depicted transfers of American scenes (Coysh 1971:78).

Porcelain (n=l) One piece of ceramic was recovered
which could be attributed to a soft paste porcelain. It
has a thinner and finer-grained body than the remaining
whitewares.A single piece of undecorated white glazed
porcelain was discovered on the site. The fragment is
small, measuring 1.11 cm long, .95 cm wide, and .11 cm
thick. Impressions of fabric are visible on the fragment,
probably from its construction. The fragment has been
burned, which could have happened after its breakage,
during post-abandonment clean-up activities.

Flow Blue or "Flown Blue" transfer printed ceramics,
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Stoneware (n=4) Four pieces of heavy, utilitarian
stoneware were recovered several proveniences.
Stonewares, owing to their long history in the United
States, and the abundance of local regional potteries,
are difficult to assign an exact temporal date. These
types of ceramics are fairly ubiquitous on historic sites
and do not represent any important temporal markers.
It is possible, however, to determine a relative temporal
date based upon the types of glazes present on the
ceramics. Three types of glazes were included in the
stonewares; salt glaze, white slip glaze (Bristol) and
brown slip glaze (Albany).

remnant of a butterchum.
One fragment of a heavy stoneware jug was recovered
from the excavation. The fragment consists ofa portion
of a curved handle and the edge of the jug opening.
The handle is approximately 5.8 cm long, 2.9 cm wide
and 2.85 cm thick, and is covered with Albany glaze.
An interesting aspect of this handle is that there is a
fingerprint impression located on the underside of the
handle. The jug was obviously picked up moved after
it was dipped into the glaze prior to firing.
Two pieces of stoneware, glazed with Bristol slip glaze,
were recovered. One is a portion of a vessel base
while the other is a single body piece. It is expected
that the body piece and the vessel base represent the
same vessel. The vessel, most likely a crock, measured
approximately 22 cm in diameter.

Salt glazing of ceramics was performed by throwing
common salt or sea salt into a kiln operating at a high
temperature. The sodium reacts with silica and alumina
compounds in the vessel to form a hard transparent
glaze. The salt vapors usually did not reach the interior
of vessels in amounts large enough to form a glaze
(Greer 1981:180). Salt glaze is clear, revealing the
color of the vessel body unless a slip glaze is applied
before firing (Lees 1977:81). According to Greer
(1981: 181), salt glazing remained a popular glazing
method in the United States until the twentieth century,
at which time it was gradually replaced by methods
which were less polluting to the environment.

Personal Items
Sample Size = 13
Items in this catagory include those considered to relate
to personal use.
Child-Related Artifacts (n=4) Four artifacts that
could be attributed to the presence of children at the site
were recovered. These include a red cotton doll dress
with three glass buttons from the surface. A fragment of
a slate pencil approximately 2.6 cm long was found in
N6W2, and a piece of polished slate measuring 6.6 cm
wide by 12.4 cm long and .76 cm thick, which was
probably a child's writing slate was found in the cistern
(Figure 11 ), An unglazed ceramic marble that measures
approximately 1.9 cm in diameter was found in N6W2.

Slip glazes are composed of water and natural clays
mixed into a thin suspension, began to gain popularity
by the beginning of the nineteenth century. Pots were
dipped or painted with slip glazes prior to firing. The
brown slip glaze, or Albany glaze is attributed to Paul
Cushman's discovery in Albany, New York of a clay
that would melt and cover the surface of a pot as a
glaze. The Albany clay became a very popular glaze
type, and was widely used as early as 1825. Similar
clays were mined in other areas of the United States,
but they continued to be called Albany glaze. The
Bristol slip glaze is prepared from ceramic chemicals
purchased from ceramic chemicals purchased from
ceramic suppliers. The glaze produced a clean, white
color which was very popular towards the end of the
nineteenth century, a period when the masses were
becoming concerned with sanitation. Americans widely
adopted this type of glazing, adding their own twist by
combining it and Albany slip glazes on the same vessel.
However, by 1920, Bristol glazes were used almost
always alone (Greer 1981: 210-212).

Buttons (n=2) Two shell buttons were recovered from
the excavations (Table 1). The buttons measure 1.0 and
1.23 cm in diameter and .24 and .11 cm thick
respectively.
Both buttons are plain, two-hole
utilitarian, with no diagnostic features. Shell buttons
were very common during the late nineteenth century
and continued to be used well into the twentieth
century. Owing to the small size, and their simple
appearance, the buttons were likely used on a man's
shirt or a woman's dress.
Bead (n=l) One opaque white glass bead was also
recovered from the cistern. It measures .45 cm long
and .55 cm in diameter. The bead bears no diagnostic
features, and could have been used as part of a piece of
jewelry or as decoration on clothing.

Of the four stoneware fragments recovered from the
site, one fragment exhibits a combination ofAlbany and
Bristol-slip underglazing with a slat glaze overglaze.
The :fragment is a curved lid piece, with a flat lip and an
inner flange. The outer diameter of the lid measures
approximately 26 cm in diameter, The inner flange
measures approximately 20 cm in diameter. The inner
surface of the lid is Albany slip glazed, while the outer
surface and the inner surface of the lip is Bristol slip
with salt glaze overglaze. The lid appears to be a

Eyeglass Frame (n=l) One piece of black plastic
molded into the shape of an eyeglasses frame was
recovered from the cistern feature. The frame is
broken, and probably represents post-abandonment
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Rubber (n=ll) Eleven pieces of the unidentified
rubber possibly remnants of a rubber inner tube were
recovered. None of these artifacts bear diagnostic
features that would indicate the date of production.

depositional activity. There are no diagnostic features
present which would indicate date of manufacture.

Leather Shoe (n=S) Four fragments of shoe leather,
and the remains of one leather shoe sole were recovered
from the cistern feature. Three of the shoe fragments
and the leather sole still retained the nails used in the
shoes' construction. The leather shoe also retained
portions of the upper and sides. It is probable that there
were two shoes present in the cistern. The waterlogged
condition of the leather helped to preserve it, but
conservation proved difficult, and upon drying, the
shoes virtually disintegrated, breaking into 34 small
pieces. The small size of the shoe remains indicate that
the shoes belonged to a child or a small woman.

Plastic (n=2) Two small pieces of plastic were
recovered from the site, which are almost certainly not
associated with the original occupation of the site. One
brown screw-top plastic whiskey bottle lid which reads
"Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc." was recovered from the
excavations in Unit N6W4. Plastic liquor bottle lids
were not introduced until sometime in the middle of the
twentieth century. A piece of flat, ivory colored plastic
were recovered from the lower level of the cistern
feature. The piece measures 3.57 cm long, .87 cm
wide, and .2 cm thick.
It's exact function is
undetermined, but it probably was an ornament
mounted onto another surface. The piece has no
diagnostic features which would indicate its date of
manufacture or its exact function. From its basic shape,
the fragment appears to resemble Art Deco-style
ornamentations.

ModifiedWhetstone(n=l) Oneofthemoreintriguing
items recovered and possibly the only one which may
relate to traditional tribal activity on the site is a small
schist whetstone recovered from N8W2 which appears
to have been used to grind a reddish pigment. The
smooth rectangular stone is made of miceaous schist
measuring 49 x 39 cm and is a fairly consistent 1.5 mm
in thickness. The lateral edges are equally rounded
while one end is broken and the other beveled and
stained with a reddish material. Although one end
exhibits a rough break the consistency exhibited by the
width, thickness and rounded lateral edges suggest
attributes of commercial manufacture, probably a
whetstone. However, the red staining and bevel present
on one end appears to be the result of use. The bevel is
somewhat irregular and is the only area on the entire
item exhibiting red staining. The stain appears to be
derived from a hematite based material and the object
may have been used to prepare red pigment. Given the
documented use of red paint by Otoe-Missouria tribal
members (Deknight 1887; Whitman 1935), it is
possible the artifact was employed in the preparation of
body paint. It should also be noted that due to the
nature of the micaceous schist, such a use would result
in small "glitter" particles in the paint.

Coal (n=lOl) A total of 101 pieces of coal were
recovered, most of which derives from the midden in
N8W2. The majority of the coal are small pieces.
Clinker (n=7) Seven pieces of burned clinker were
recovered.

Faunal Remains
Fifty-one pieces of bone were recovered from the site,
including remains from wild and domesticated animal
species as well as freshwater mussels. Wild species
identified in the assemblage include white-tail deer,
cottontail rabbit, freshwater mussel and unidentified
bird. Domesticated species include pig and sheep or
goat.
Two unidentified mammal bones were
recovered, however, it is likely that they belong to one
of the above species. Many of the elements exhibit
evidence of butchering.

Miscellaneous Construction and
Unidentified Items

White-tail Deer (Odocoileus virginianus)

Two
elements from white-tail deer were identified, a left
proximal radio-ulnar, and a proximal fragment of a rib.
Both elements exhibit cut marks, and the radio-ulnar
has been sawed in two.

Although most of the brick, concrete, sandstone,
limestone, plaster and wood items recovered during the
investigation such as were left in the field, samples of
some were retrieved for analysis. However, beyond
their initial documentation, very little pertinent
information could be gleaned from these items. A few
miscellaneous items are described below, These
include ceramic pipe, plastic, rubber, paint or caulking
residue, coal and clinker.

Sheep/goat (Ovis aries or Capra hirca). One distal
right tibia from a domesticated sheep/goat was
identified, also bearing evidence of sawing and cutting.
Pig (Sus scrofa) A left ulna from a domesticated pig

Ceramic Pipe (n=l) One piece of ceramic pipe was

was also identified. It bears cut marks along an area of
muscle attachment.

recovered which strongly resembles the type of pipe
used for early water and sewer systems.

Cottontail Rabbit (Sylvilagus jloridanus) Forty-one
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freshwater mussel sheH were recovered from the site.
These sheHs were probably introduced into the site
from the nearby creek.

cottontail rabbit elements were recovered and based on
the presence of 3 left and 3 right tibia representing at
least three individuals, all subadults as evidenced by the
only partial fusing of skeletal elements, were identified.
None bear evidence ofbutchering. The majority of the
rabbit bones were recovered from the lowest level of
the cistern feature and are not likely associated with the
occupation of the site.

Unidentified .Bird (Avian sp.) One unidentified bird
element was recovered from the site, and could
represent post-abandonment deposition. US Highway
177 is very close to the site, and the bird's presence
could have been due to an unfortunate encounter with
a motor vehicle.

Mussel Sheil (Quadrula sp.) Three fragments of
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Figure 9 - 34NB68 Ammunition (a) Winchester .45-60 cal. center.fire; (b) U.M.C . .38 cal. center.fire;
(c) U.M.C. 12 gauge New Club; (d) Peters Referee 12 gauge
Figure 10 - 34NB68 Ell cock gas valve
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t•1gure l l - 34NB68 patent medicine bottles
Figure 12 - 34NB68 Eastman & Bros. Co. Perfumers bottle
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Figure 13 - 34NB68 Soft drink bottles. (A) unidentified; (b) Royal Purple

Figure 14 - 34NB68 Condiment bottles. (A) pickle/preserve; (b-c) pepper sauce; (d) ketchup
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V, INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS
Temporal Assessment

All the above items with the exception of some of the
bottles, were available by the earliest date which the site
could be have been occupied (initial establishment of
the agency 1881 ). Since most of the bottles and two of
the shell casings were manufactured prior to 1913 and
1911 respectively its likely the site was occupied circa
1881-1913.

The 1875 GLO map of the area does not indicate a
structure anywhere in the vicinity of34NB68 and there
appears to be no other documentation indicating
historic occupation of the site area prior to the 1881
establishment of the Otoe-Missouria sub-agency. At
this time several buildings were constructed in the
immediate vicinity as part of and in support of the
agency. Therefore, according to historical records the
occupation of 34NB68 likely occurred no earlier than
1881.

Site Function/activities
Although the (identifiable) items recovered by this
investigation are limited in number, they represent a
wide range of functions and activities. The pitchfork
and hay rake tooth are indicative of agricultural
practices and the barbed wire certainly indicates the
presence of animals or ranching activity. As mentioned
earlier, the leasing of reservation lands for cattle
grazing was a major source of tribal income
immediately after arrival on the Oklahoma Reservation.

Among the materials recovered by this investigation,
bottles, ammunition casings and barbed wire provide
the most reliable indicators of a date range for the site.
Atleastl9 (61 %) of the 31 individual bottles recovered
from 34NB68 were manufactured by two piece molds
with applied lips, the most common method of
manufacture from 1845-1913. The many clear glass
bottles present in the assemblage produced by this
technique provide a more limited date range of between
1880 and 1913.
Since the site evidently was not
occupied prior to 1881, most of the bottles present on
the site likely were manufactured between 1881-1913.
It is difficult to further narrow the occupation range
with any certainty. However, the presence of Royal
Purple grape drink bottles may provide some evidence.
According to a local collector with extensive
knowledge of Oklahoma bottles, the Royal Purple
bottles were manufactured for a ve:ry short period
between approximately 1900 and 1903 (Fletcher,
1997). If this is correct, we can say with some measure
of certainty that the site was in use as early as the turn
of the century.

The occurrence of shell casings as well as butchered
deer remains on the site suggest hunting activity
associated with the site occupation. There is evidence
ofbutchering activities on the deer, caprid (sheep/goat),
pig, and unidentified mammal remains. These remains
provide evidence that the occupants of 34NB68 were
utilizing domesticated animals as well as wild species
as food sources.
The presence of freshwater musell shell on the site is
not terribly surprising. The shells could have been
recovered from Red Rock Creek and introduced into the
site by either animal or human actions.
It is possible to conclude from the items recovered that
the occupants of the site were using mass-produced,
mass-marketed cast liron wood and coal burning stoves,
and later had access to gas fueled lighting or heating
equipment. The presence of coal and clinker fragments
recovered from several areas of the site suggest the use
of coal burning stoves. At what exact point gas fueled
appliances (as evidenced by the recovery of an ell cock)
became available at the Otoe Agency and surrounding
areas is unclear, however we would expect to be seeing
these types of things early in the twentieth century.

The manufacturing date range of ammunition shell
casings also provide some useful information toward
dating the site.
The Winchester .45-60 was
manufactured from 1879 to 1935 and the Peters .12
gauge casing was manufactured from 1887 to 1934.
The two shells manufactured by the Union Metallic
Company were made between 1867 and 1911.
Although Western Cartridge .22 caliber shells similar to
the one recovered by this investigation are still being
manufactured, they were made as early as 1898.

The slate pencil and writing slate fragment could be an
indication that children were present at this site. The
items relate to attending a school, possible the OtoeMissouria Reservation school located at the Agency

The three types of barbed wire identified in the
assemblage have initial Patent dates ranging from 1874
to 1884.
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nearby. This is a plausible conclusion. We know the
Otoe-Missouria placed a strong emphasis on education,
as proven by their establishment of a school almost
immediately upon their arrival at the new reservation.
Ceramic marbles were common children's toys and the
presence of this one near the demolished structure could
represent a marble dropped or lost during play.

for entertaining. This type of decorated ceramic was
widely availible in Oklahoma from the mid 19th til near
the beginning of the 20th century, ifnot later, therefore
the single fragment represented at this site doesn't
provide much useful information.
All of the artifacts described in the food related
container section could have been produced and utilized
during the late nineteenth or early twentieth century.
Without the benefit of diagnostic features, it is only
possible to say that residents of the site, or of the
general area had access to commercially and homecanned food items and bottled beverages. It is also
possible to say that they had · access to cheaply
produced, mass distributed dishes such as the enameled
tin plates. It is not possible to determine whether these
artifacts are directly associated with the occupation of
the structure, or whether they represent postabandonment depositional activities.

The ceramic artifacts recovered from this site constitute
a very small portion of the overall assemblage. Definite
statements regarding the age of the site, and the
purposes for which the ceramics were being used, not to
mention how the ceramics arrived at the site, are
difficult if not impossible to propose. However, it is
possible to draw a few general conclusions from the
artifacts at hand. The types of dishes recovered at this
site represent basic, and for the most part undecorated
utilitarian styles. Either more elaborately styled and
decorated forms oftransferware and porcelain were not
readily available to the inhabitants of this site , or the
sites inhabitants were not able to afford such luxury
items. Alternatively, the sample collection is very
small, possibly resulting from the dumping of
household garbage and such items as broken dishes in
a designated trash disposal area away from the structure
during the occupation of the site. These items would
then not appear in our assemblage, instead, only the
smallest pieces which could be swept out of the
structure or could fall through floorboru:d cracks
remain. Such a small assemblage of ceramics is hardly
a representative sample of ceramic types present or
available at the time of the occupation of the site.

Conclusion
The dateable artifacts recovered from 34NB68
including bottles, cartridge cases and barbed wire,
suggest that the associated structure and cistern remains
were constructed and subsequently abandoned
sometime between 1880 and 1913. It was likely a
residence, however, due to extensive disturbance of the
site, no conclusive evidence confirms it's function as
such. Information gleaned from the excavation
suggests that the structure was moved or salvaged and
that some, ifnotthe majority of artifacts recovered from
the cistern and structure area were deposited soon after
removal of the building. Since early maps and
references of Oklahoma territory mark the location of
the community of Otoe north of Red Rock Creek as
early as 1892 and as late as 1917, it is likely that the
structure was part of this community. However, with
the possible exception of the schist whetstone possibly
adapted as a pigment grinding stone, analysis of the
artifact assemblage does not reveal if the structure was
inhabited by tribal or non-tribal 'members of the
community. In fact the assemblage contains many
items typically found on farmsteads and homesites
throughout Oklahoma dating to this time. Items
recovered from the site reflect a range of activities
occurring at or in the vicinity of the agency including
schooling, farming, ranching and food procurement of
both local and imported items. Examined within the
context of the historical and background information
reviewed for this study, the assemblage attests to the
availability of commercially produced items on the
reservation. If the assemblage is representative of that
from a typical non-traditional domicile of a tribal
member, it may document the rapid change in the
material and subsistence acculturation of tribal

The presence of the butterchurn fragment implies the
presence of dairy products at the site. One could carry
this conclusion a step further and include the ceramic
crock and jug which could possibly have been used for
storing any number of food substances including milk
and butter. It is unclear as to whether or not the OtoeMissouria practiced any form of dairy industry. The
butterchurn and its implied associated dairying
activities would indicate that someone, somewhere in or
around the Otoe-Missouria agency was producing milk
and butter for either domestic use or for commercial
sale.
Owing to the proximity in which the six fragments of
stoneware and the stoneware jug handle were found, it
is possible that they represent fragments from a single
vessel. If this is the case, the jug vessel would have
been decorated with a combination of Albany and
Bristol slip glazes, which predates 1920. The lid
fragment from the butterchurn is also decorated with
both types of slip-glaze, and would also predate 1920.
The fragment of flow blue transferware could represent
a "best" plate or some of the good dishes re~erved only
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prior site disturbance and the lack of sufficient in situ
materials or verifiable historical associations, 34NB68
does not warrant inclusion in the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP). Although few definite
conclusions regarding the site and the recovered
assemblage can be drawn, we may say that the
structure and the artifacts derive from a time of rapid
transition of the Otoe-Missouria tribe from traditional
lifeways and cultural practices involving strong
communal and family based subsistence and economic
practices to those more individually based. History also
records that the tribe strove to maintain their traditional
culture into the early part of this century and it was only
after forced allotment, which they strongly protested for
almost 20 years, that much of their traditional culture
began to dissolve.

members in the early part of the 20th century. The
historical accounts from both the Nebraska and
Oklahoma reservations indicate that the Otoe-Missouria
strove to maintain traditional cultural values and
practices throughout reservation life in Nebraska and
upon initial arrival in Oklahoma. It appears that only
after finalization of allotment in 1907 did traditional
lifeways begin to dissolve. The change was rapid, since
by Whitman's 1935 ethnological field work with the
tribe, most members were living in small one and two
room frame houses, and his informants report that most
of their traditional material culture was lost.
Unfortunately, insufficient archaeological information
is preserved on 34NB68 to verify the role of the site in
the events surrounding initial establishment and
settlement on the Oteo-Missoria reservation. Due to
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